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Action Research as Empowering Practice
Kathryn Herr

ABSTRACT. There is a large debate in the social work literature
regarding the gap between research and practice, with current research
methodologies critiqued as potentially ‘‘blaming the victim’’ or
decontextualizing the practice situation. This paper presents an alternative approach, utilizing action research to inform practice. Originally conceived of as a qualitative interview study, the manuscript
traces the evolution of the worker, a teacher and high school students.
The research itself addresses the issue of ‘‘What is it like to be a
student of color here?’’ in a predominately white school environment.
Students and adults conceptualize ways to work together for change
within the school. [Article copies available from The Haworth Document
Delivery Service:1-800-342-9678.]

The social work literature abounds with discussions regarding the relationship between practice and research (Buttrick, 1991; Davis, 1985;
Heineman Pieper, 1985; Kagle & Cowger, 1984; Meyer, 1984; Siegel,
1984, Tyson, 1992). While part of the dialogue encourages practitioners to
contribute to the knowledge base of social work through practitioner
research (Williams & Hopps, 1987); it is also evident from the literature
that there is more hope than substance to this desired direction (Goldstein,
1991; LeCroy & Macht, 1989; Meyer, 1984; Siegel, 1984; Williams &
Hopps, 1987). Goldstein (1991) attributes the apparent disinterest of practitioners in doing research to the objectifying and quantifying characteristics of standard social work research that fall short of capturing the ‘‘reallife, subjective and narrative qualities that characterize the helping event’’
(p. 116). The challenge is to design research that engages the complex
Kathryn Herr, MSW, PhD, University of New Mexico, EO 220 Albuquerque,
NM, 87131.
This paper was originally presented at the Bertha Capen Reynolds Society
National Meeting, Seattle, 1994.
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issues that practitioners encounter in the field and helps develop a knowledge base that is useful in practice.
Social work has a long tradition of viewing the person-in-situation yet
much of the research produced would seem to fall short of this avowed
perspective. Kagle and Cowger (1984) site an alarming trend in social
work research of ‘‘blaming the victim.’’ They query whether mainstream
social work’s adoption of scientific methods, with the emphasis on specificity of measurement, methodological controls and unidirectional assumptions of causation, has contributed to the person-centered focus of research
on practice effectiveness: ‘‘Research based on simple, straightforward
logical formulations encourages researchers to select the most available
and efficient variables that will fit unidirectional assumptions of causation.
Person-centered variables fit these requirements well’’ (Kagle & Cowger,
1984, p. 350). Mishler (cited in Davis, 1985) makes the argument that
traditional social science research methodology largely ignores the context
of human behavior. The knowledge generated from such studies risks
isolating client behavior from client context and lends itself to seeing
clients as the main locus of intervention.
Many social workers would insist on situating their service recipients in
a framework that includes policy, environmental, or institutional factors as
sites for possible intervention. Mainstream social work has not demanded
the same of its research methodologies; through its failure to link the
person-in-situation framework to research, the profession has left itself
open to colluding in victim blaming. The current state of social work
research lends itself either to being dismissed by social workers practicing
in ‘‘real life’’ situations or to offering a narrow lens on complex issues,
focusing on our service recipients as the primary focus for study and
intervention to the exclusion of the contextual factors. Progressive social
work demands that we examine our research practices; our research needs
to be seen as an extension of and compliment to other radical social work
interventions.
This article offers an example of the use of site-based, action research
for empowering practice. As a qualitative study, it suggests an alternative
approach to practitioner research that contextualizes practice as well as
links the research effort to the social justice aims of progressive social
work.
THE CASE FOR ACTION RESEARCH
Social work’s values encourage societal change, with a goal toward
promoting greater individual freedom and social justice. While science
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does not have an explicit value-promoting agenda, it tends to support and
preserve the status quo (Witkin & Gottschalk, 1989). Wagner (1991), in
discussing action research, makes the point that:
Research that links professional expertise to social movements or
groups of indigenous clients can have a powerful impact. Research
can draw on social work values to embrace causes and populations
that the profession is committed to and assist them by using a wide
range of interventions. Such an approach also reduces the tendency
of issues to be ghettoized into academic and technical dialogues or to
be viewed as private troubles to be addressed by direct practice
alone, rather than as public issues to be addressed by society. (p.
481).
Kurt Lewin, who coined the term ‘‘action research’’ in the 1940s, conceptualized it as grounded in principles which could lead ‘‘gradually to
independence, equality and co-operation’’ and effectively alter policies of
‘‘permanent exploitation’’ which he saw as ‘‘likely to endanger every
aspect of democracy’’ (Carr & Kemmis, 1984, p. 153). Action research
traditionally has been used to expose ‘‘social problems in the interest of
linking research with action for social change’’ (Wagner, 1991, p. 471).
For the purposes of this paper, action research is seen as self-reflective
inquiry, undertaken by participants in a given institution to improve the
rationality and justice of their own practices, their understanding of these
practices, and the situations or context in which these practices are carried
out (Carr & Kemmis, 1984, p. 152). Action research then, is a deliberate,
personally or group owned and conducted, solution-oriented investigation
(Boomer, 1987). As summarized by Carr and Kemmis (1984), action
research ‘‘helps practitioners theorize their practice, to revise their theories
self-critically in the light of practice and to transform their practice into
praxis (informed, committed action)’’ (p. 169). Although it is always
oriented toward a solution to the present problem, the effect is also one of
creating new knowledge, acknowledging new problems and new questions, and continuing the exploration and discovery in the face of dissonance, uncertainty or conflict (Odell, 1987). Action research creates
conditions under which learning communities may be established. That is,
‘‘communities of inquirers committed to learning about and understanding
the problems and effects of their own strategic action and the improvement
of this strategic action in practice’’ (Carr & Kemmis, 1984, p. 154). It is
expected that as a project develops, a widening circle of those affected will
become involved in the research process.
Drawing on the work of Gutiérrez (1990) and Rose (1990), empower-
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ment as used in this article, reflects the concept of individuals contextualizing their experiences, critically reflecting and reformulating their world
views, and gaining a personal sense of personal power, to join with others
in changing the social order. Implicit in the concept is the idea that individual participants can develop less self-destructive responses to problems
and that changes in the social order are necessary for the ultimate resolution of issues. In laying out the task for workers, Rose (1990) ‘‘ . . .
assumes that workers have the possibility of helping people to learn of
their social historical existence and its influence in shaping their experience and perceptions of themselves as dynamic dimensions of a larger
social contextual/ideologically constructed universe . . . ’’ (p. 46).
The following case example illustrates the potential for empowering
practice offered by action research. Through the evolution of a collaboration between a teacher, a school social worker and a group of high school
students, issues of racism in the school began to be addressed.
THE PROCESS OF ACTION RESEARCH: ONE CASE EXAMPLE
Working in an elite, private school as a school social worker, I was well
aware that individual ‘‘solutions’’ to retainment of students of color were
not effective; minority students continued to leave the school at an alarming rate. I was aware that in my practice I heard many concerns that linked
the students’ failure to succeed in the school to larger institutional issues.
As a social worker, I did not want my own practice to collude in ‘‘blaming
the victim’’ and was searching for interventions that were linked to the
contextual reality of the students. I was also searching for a way to bring
their voices, articulated to me in confidential counseling sessions, into the
school discourse on what it would mean to be a school that truly welcomes
and fosters diversity.
I approached two other colleagues, one an African American, male
teacher and the other a Hispanic male administrator, about my concerns.
None of us were products of the elite, private school system of education
and we were each the first generation in our families to be college educated. We had often supported each other in our concerns for the lower
SES students and the students of color; it seemed natural now to invite
their thinking on how to raise the students’ voices in ways that the school
might hear. As a white social worker, I also knew I needed their perspectives as people of color to guard against any potential blind spots of my
own. From brainstorming together, the ‘‘stories’’ project was born, with
the African-American teacher and I committed to gathering data about the
actual experiences of the students’ lives in the school. The administrator,
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the only person of color in a middle management position in the school,
lent his support by introducing the project at support meetings for parents
of the students of color.
Toward the end of informing our own practices and linking them to
institutional change, we began an interview study with the grand tour
question to students being--‘‘Tell me what it’s like being a student of color
here.’’ Asking this question served as a catalyst for students to reflect on
their school experiences and to begin to collectively work for change. This
article describes how they moved from being research informants to collaborators empowered to engage in the change process.
Located in a large urban city in the Southwest, Markham Prep1 is a
well-established, elite private school; it is currently among the most
wealthy schools in the United States. Originally a boys’ school, in the past
decade it had gone co-ed. With a historically predominately white student
body, it had, in the past five years, committed to diversifying its student
population. Through concerted efforts at recruitment and an endowment
that made many scholarships possible, the school managed to attract more
students of color and students of lower socio-economic status. Compared
to other elite private schools, Markham’s population had become quite
diverse, with students of color making up about 27 per cent of the student
population. At the time of this research, the struggle was to help the school
move from one that just made scholarships available to a more diverse
student population to one that truly offered an environment where diverse
students could thrive.
Initially my research colleague and I interviewed students on an individual basis, asking them about their experiences in the school as students
of color. As a full-time teacher and a school social worker doing this
research in our ‘‘spare’’ time during the school day, we decided to move to
a group interview format--partly for expediency and partly in the name of
methodological experimentation. While hoping to speed up the research
process, we were also curious about the effect on the students of hearing
each other’s experiences in the same school. Our hunch was that students
of color rarely had the opportunity to hear each other’s ‘‘story.’’ We
wondered whether hearing each other would act as a catalyst to further
draw out reflections from the students.
I approached an African-American student I knew and asked him to
gather a group of students willing to be interviewed. Six boys, five African-American and one Asian-American, ninth and tenth graders, came for
our lunch time interview. We turned on the tape recorder, asked them to
tell us their experiences as students of color in the school and listened for
45 minutes as the students talked openly, teased, laughed, and interrupted
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each other. As the first meeting drew to a close, dictated by the time
allotted for lunch in the school, the students wanted to know when we
would meet again. We set a date for the next week and this quickly
evolved into a routine--an ongoing lunch meeting that met biweekly.
What had originally been conceptualized as a one time group interview
for research purposes was reframed as some kind of ongoing group. While
our broader research efforts included interviewing girls of color as well as
boys, this group, originally formed by one of the male students, remained
all-male. As researchers, we continued to record and transcribe the group
sessions. We were aware that while we weren’t the ones ‘‘in charge’’ of its
emerging identity, we somehow wanted to capture the evolving process
and better understand what was happening.
The number of boys participating ebbed and flowed, from five to
twelve, but with a core group of eight student participants. The boys
invited other students they thought might be interested in coming and we
left it to their discretion as to whom would be included. The group at
different points included African-American, Jewish, Hispanic and Asian
students who were concerned with diversity issues and the experiences of
minority students within the school.
EMERGENT GROUP THEMES
The following themes emerged out of the group process as the boys
met. Our own roles as researchers continued to evolve. There was never
the illusion of portraying ourselves as ‘‘neutral’’ academics seeking just
the ‘‘facts.’’ Rather we were embarking, with the students as collaborators,
on a passionate change process.
Is This Racism?
One of the earliest uses of the group involved comparing incidents and
discussing among themselves and with us what was and wasn’t racism.
Working to make sense of the world they were expected to function in
daily, students shared stories to analyze, deciding whether an incident had
a racist element to it. Often they would pool their information about the
person involved and check among themselves to see if there was a track
record of remarks that seemed racist. In this defining process, the boys
also raised the question of what they could expect from the school administration in dealing with racist incidents when they did happen. The question they seemed to ask to the school was--‘‘Will you hear us when we tell
you that a racist incident has occurred?’’
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The boys discussed for weeks one particular, evolving incident. One of
them had been called a ‘‘nigger’’ and had complained about it to an
administrator. They felt that the administrator explained the incident away,
working to convince them that the boy involved ‘‘hadn’t meant anything
by it’’:
I talked to the grade dean about three times; I retold it for him like
three times just so he could get straight what happened. The grade
dean said that he didn’t believe Craig (the student calling him ‘‘nigger’’) meant anything by it. If that’s the case, then Craig is either
lying or really stupid, because we told him how we felt about this;
we made it very forcibly clear, but he continued, so I’m not sure the
grade dean is correct.
It may be something unconscious on the grade dean’s part; would
you want to say ‘‘Yeah, some of the kids I’m responsible for, well,
they’re a little racist and they tend to hate people other than themselves, but you know, they’re not bad.’’ Would you want to say that?
. . . He didn’t do this like consciously, but I think his main point was
to try and suppress it, to try and keep everybody from like--well, just
kind of like blowing it off and hoping that it wouldn’t happen again.
In their persistence bringing the evolving incident to the group, the
boys sought validation of their naming the incident as racist, and sought
support from all of us in learning how to deal with it. Their persistent
rehash and reinterpretation of the incident also signaled a probable departure from the version of reality portrayed to them in at least part of the
administrative structure of the school. With the support of the group as a
whole, they held onto their own sense of reality, even when their views
weren’t legitimated by the school administration. The boys were becoming the experts of their own experiences.
Responding to Their World
The legitimation of their voices in the group brought with it a growing
sense that they needed to be actors for change in their own school environment. This legitimation stood in stark contrast to their feelings of not being
heard by at least some of the school administrators when they complained
of racist incidents. The naming process extended to identifying the contradictions in the school’s discourse on diversity and the unresponsiveness
offered by officials of the school. This naming moved the boys from
relying on the legitimated avenues for complaint in the school (i.e., the
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official discipline system) to a consideration of other responses of their
own devising, including possibly beating up other students they saw as
instigators of racist incidents.
As adult group members, we tried to push the parameters of their
decision making so that they would consider all possible repercussions to
their actions while still hypothetical. We also worked to link their potential
actions to a larger, socio-cultural frame. One of the boys, making this
connection, helped persuade the others to consider alternatives to a physical response to racist incidents:
It’s going to look like a black gang took this kid out and kicked his
butt. Some people who were borderline before would, I assume, say
‘Well, I don’t mind Negroes so much’ but if all of a sudden a gang of
Negroes went out and beat kids up they’d probably be pushing,
saying ‘Look, they’re trying to take over the campus.’
The boys grew astute in strategizing responses within the school while
contextualizing the possibilities in a larger historical frame of dominant/
subordinate relations. In the group, they discussed how their actions might
be perceived by the white community; the goal became one of devising
responses that furthered equity while minimizing the possible distorting
that would discount their efforts. They moved from strictly personalized
responses, possibly beating up offenders, to seeking a more wide-ranging
strategy of working on structural change.
‘‘It’s Our School’’
The boys moved to a critique of the school culture as represented in the
curriculum. They linked racist incidents to a school environment that left a
void where informing, enlightening knowledge could and should provide
a safeguard to ‘‘ignorant’’ attacks. Not seeing themselves represented in
the curriculum, they conceived a plan of beginning to ask for a more
inclusive course of studies that represented a diversity of histories:
I figure it’s our school; it’s our time to learn. It’s our time to educate
ourselves; it’s our turn to educate each other . . . I feel that this school
is just wrong in general because they say this school is supposed to
prepare us for the outside world and they don’t, they don’t teach
about other people’s history . . . See what Craig said is out of ignorance. Everyone is just ignorant about each other’s backgrounds . . .
The boys also looked for ways that they could take the lead in the
process of educating themselves and others. This search led to the found-
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ing of the Minority Awareness Committee, ‘‘the MAC,’’ on campus. After
wrangling together to get a vision of what the new student group should
be, they drew up a proposal to formally have the MAC incorporated as a
recognized organization in the school:
Boy 1: One thing that epitomized the whole reason I wanted to start
the MAC was--I was passing this (petition to support the recognition
of the MAC) around in history class and someone grabbed this and
they were all reading it, trying to decided if they were going to sign,
right? And you know Sandy Hanes, she’s all ‘‘We’re aware of this
stuff; we know you’re minorities--what else do you want?’’ That
totally epitomizes why I want this.
Boy 2: I think we should just like focus on educating people who are
ignorant . . . This doesn’t necessarily like stereotype white people
and this doesn’t exclude minorities--but just target people who are
ignorant-Boy 3: (Interrupting) Yeah, of minorities, their own culture or other
cultures.
Boy 4: I think we should just unite; that’s the point.
Boy 1: By becoming an officially recognized organization we can
apply to have a forum (a student led assembly for the whole school).
We can apply for a forum to educate--tell people what we are and
what our point is. Because there’s a lot of people--like Evan
Schneider (a white student) started this whole rumor about how the
whole purpose of the MAC was to get rid of all the white males at
school and there were like people who were just jumping on the
bandwagon of that; he threatened to start a proposal that this group
was going to be controversial and should not be allowed.
Boy 3: He things we’re militants.
Boy 2: People are feeling that this is just going to be like a minority
only thing; I think that’s the biggest problem.
Male Interviewer: Why are the white students saying that if you have
a group of minority students together it’s divisive--whatever term
they will use; it will create trouble and so forth--which is a very
historical response to any kind of organizing effort on the part of
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minorities. It’s very important what’s behind that, okay? Don’t just
respond to their response--then you just have emotions going on; try
to understand what their feelings are, what their motives are. What
does it relate to historically?
The newly formed MAC devoted itself to educating itself and others on
diversity issues. Among other things, they organized forums where students could talk openly about both the subtle and overt incidents of racism
that occurred in the day to day life of the school.
The birth of the MAC group signalled a new phase in the research
process. As a friendship group, a number of the boys got together often
and continued discussions of the themes raised in the group; the tape
recording of the lunch time group obviously represented just one slice of
the multiple, ongoing discussions taking place among the boys. The lunch
time discussions became strategy sessions as the boys planned the ongoing
development of the MAC; they came with typed agendas and a sense of
the work they needed to accomplish in order to become a functioning,
recognized group on campus.
The notion of empowerment includes with it the sense of ownership of
the process. As the energy and vision of the student group grew beyond
the bounds of the lunch time meetings and developed into the MAC, there
was not even the guise that the researchers were ‘‘in charge’’ of the
process. Rather, the effort was one where the researchers and the students
joined in the process of institutional change.
While not ‘‘in charge’’ of the change effort, my colleague and I did feel
responsible for the boys’ safety in terms of the risks they were taking in
critiquing the school’s practices. While the boys proceeded, seemingly
unaware of potential risks, we felt our own internal pressure to keep them
safe from threats and repercussions. It was one thing to put ourselves on
the line as adults and expect a backlash; our departure from the school’s
public discourse on race (‘‘We support and encourage diversity here.’’)
clearly could and did have repercussions for us as employees of the
school. It was another thing altogether to feel the pressure of shepherding
young activists through the realities of working for social change, with the
attendant risks involved. We were stretched to simultaneously resist
resuming the well worn, hierarchical roles of adults with students while
continuing to create collaborative relationships across these standard
power lines. As adults, probably one of biggest challenges was continuing
the decision making dialogue with the boys and supporting their desire to
push ahead, even when it ultimately resulted in threats to their safety. We
needed to learn to let the boys reap both the rewards and risks of our
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mutual activism while being as careful as we could be in terms of safety
issues.
As the MAC group became increasingly effective in getting issues of
race on the school agenda, my research colleague and I girded ourselves
for the backlash that was sure to occur. Our previous experiences as
activists told us that efforts at working on equity issues would not go
unnoticed. As we worked with the boys on strategies for change, we also
tried to raise with them what they might expect in terms of possible
negative responses from other students and from school officials. The
most dramatic response came in the form of overtly threatening messages,
sent anonymously to both my research colleague and to the boys. In
deciding to go public with the threats, the school suddenly had a full
blown racial incident on its hands, complete with worries about image
control in the community at large. The change agenda spilled to the pages
of the local newspapers as well as coverage on the evening news. The
arena for the boys telling their ‘‘stories’’ was suddenly, dramatically,
expanded.
The process of becoming collaborators involved producing critical knowledge aimed at concrete applications within the school. Steps included
breaking through the institutional denial that prevented the naming of
racist incidents, critiquing structures such as the curriculum that left them
without representation in the school, and linking strategies of change to a
broader socio-historical frame of race relations in this country.
DISCUSSION
While the actual interviews provided a wealth of information regarding
the ‘‘lived experiences’’ of students of color in the school, just as important was the impact of the research process itself on the students. In their
research with adolescent girls, Mikel Brown and Gilligan (1991) discuss
the power of placing girls in the position of being ‘‘experts’’ of their own
lives, coupled with adults wanting to hear student ‘‘voices’’ and actually
soliciting their stories. Rose (1990) suggests that one of the roles for the
practitioner involved in empowering practice is the development of a
dialogue with the client, assisting the client in expressing, elaborating,
externalizing and critically reflecting upon feelings and understandings of
daily life events. He makes the point that individuals, faced with the
limitations of socially expected behavior and expression (based on rationalized, oppressive formulations) are forced to internalize a social reality
that does not promote development. ‘‘Believing in the ‘promises’ while
being constricted by the realities, seeing and seeking freedom in confining
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legitimate social forms, countless people experience themselves as failures, as stupid or inadequate’’ (Rose, 1990, p. 42).
Following the action research spiral delineated earlier, the boys’ group
became a community of inquiry, looking at practices in the school. They
considered various possibilities of intervention and settled on attempts to
educate the school community. The group continued to expand and draw
others into a dialogue regarding racism on campus. While beyond the
scope of this paper, ongoing collection of data reveals the continued evolution of the MAC group as it refines attempts to facilitate change in the
school environment.
As students named their reality in terms other than personal failure-analyses and critiques of the school environment--they sought ways to
change the very make-up of the institution. While originally conceptualized as a qualitative interview study, designed to ‘‘give voice’’ to constituencies in the school who were normally ‘‘silenced,’’ the study evolved
instead into a collaborative, action research project. Those studied became
the actors, empowered through the research process to see themselves as
experts of their own experiences. They moved from a realm of personal
solutions to ones of larger systemic change.
While the collection of stories from students of color yielded rich and
insightful data, the research process became a story in itself, suggesting a
route to empowerment and a working for social change. Asking a certain
research question and creating a group format to answer it, served as a
catalyst for social analysis, a moving from privatizing of problems to
problem-solving in the public arena.
Just as students learn institutionally sanctioned behavior, they also learn
to recognize institutionally sanctioned discourse. As Fine (1991) so well
illustrates, issues of difference and inequality, based on class, race, gender
or sexual orientation, generally do not constitute legitimate discourse
except when they are dealt with abstractly, that is, not related to the
students’ own lives in their schools and classrooms. One goal of this study
was to broaden the definition of legitimate discourse in the school by
explicitly asking students to reflect on and verbalize in the interview
process their experiences as students of color. This acknowledges that
there is power in the social construction of and meaning attached to race
and ethnicity (as well as gender, age and sexual preference) and these
contextual factors help shape identity development (Rose, 1990).
The work of school social workers primarily focuses on individual
students, groups, and on consultation with colleagues and parents. School
social workers do not often provide services related to leadership or systems change, although these activities are acknowledged to be effective
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models of service delivery for students (Staudt, 1991). Fine (1991) found
that the offices of school psychologists, social workers, and counselors are
the primary sites for addressing social and academic problems of students,
most likely managed as personal and private concerns--‘‘the curricular
privatizing and psychologizing of public and political issues served to
reinforce the alienation of students’ lives from their educational experiences . . . ’’ (p. 166). She documented the many ways that school policies
and practices not only do not empower student voices but, in fact, silence
student voices so as to smooth over social and economic contradictions.
This action research study offers a possible process for school social
workers to interrupt the silencing and privatizing of the contradictions
found in school practices. It also suggests potential routes to closing the
progressive practice/research gap. One of the strengths and attractions of
social work is the commitment to contextualizing the experiences of clients, examining ‘‘personal problems’’ in ways that expose power lines and
exclusionary practices. Our research and our practices need to reflect the
critical lenses we bring to issues of race, class, gender, and sexual preference, to name a few, and move them out of our clinical offices to the
contested grounds of the broader environment. Action research suggests a
way for us to find our voices in terms of research that informs our practices; it also invites our service recipients to participate in a process that
fosters a sense of empowerment and has the potential to help raise a
collective voice around the very issues with which the field of social work
is particularly concerned.
NOTE
1. The name Markham Prep as well as the other names in the case study are
pseudonyms.
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